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Audiobook two in the New York Times and USA Today best-selling Rose Gardner Investigations

series. Rose Gardner is trying to build a new normal. One that leaves the Fenton County crime

world - including James "Skeeter" Malcolm, the current king - behind. Her best friend and roommate

is a big part of that effort, but Neely Kate is busy building her own life anew. She disappeared for a

few days, scaring the spit out of Rose - which is why Rose finds it impossible to deny her when she

suggests they look for a missing parrot. Only this time Neely Kate isn't interested in the reward

money - she's set them up to work with a cranky private investigator known as Kermit the Hermit.

Rose sees it for what it is: another bid for them to become private investigators. If nothing else, it's a

good distraction - until one of James's nemeses, Buck Reynolds, comes calling for help. James'

brother has gone missing, and Wagner is number one on the crime king's suspect list. Only,

according to him, he's innocent. Rose had promised herself she was through with the crime world,

but she wants to see James' brother safe. Besides, can she really say no when she might be the

only one who can keep order in the county? Listening order: Family Jewels Trailer Trash (Neely

Kate Mystery #1) For the Birds In High Cotton (Neely Kate Mystery #2)
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This series has long been one of my favorites and the writing is still wonderful, but I think this series

might have jumped the shark with this most recent novel. It's almost as if the story is confused as to

what it is. Is it a romance novel? Is it a mystery novel? Because the first half was all romance and



the second half was all mystery. It wasn't as woven through as it has in the past.I really did enjoy

the mystery arc of this story that is why I gave this story four stars, the mystery aspect was on point.

But I feel like the romance in this story has become a joke and that it's being written to be catered to

what the readers want, and in this case, it has made the romance in this story become a joke to

me.Part of me wants to go forward with this series because the mystery and the suspense in this

story are captivating. The other part of me is ready to give up because the relationship jumping in

this story is just completely unneeded and drives me INSANE!I'll try the next story, but if changes

aren't made... this might be the end of the series for me.

this book was so good for so many reasons! finally James and Rose got together.....what a chapter

that was! hate hate that i have to wait so long for the next one! and im intrigued to see if Denise

brings Mason back into the series. i feel like this might happen bc of Violet. i really cant say enough

about all of the characters, love them all. cannot wait to read the next one. denise you are

awesome!

I enjoy this author's works. Rose Gardner has never been my favorite character, but the books in

general keep pulling me back. However the story lines keep feeling like the same story with a bit of

a twist over and over again. Next book I hope something new comes out of it. Plot

Spoilers@@@@@@@. Rose's relationships.... I can't see anything good coming out of James.

Routing for Joe somehow, but can't see how that is fitting in. Is Mason ever going to come back for

a visit? You would think so with his mother there. He will probably come back once Rose makes her

next man choice. Also the investigations are getting annoying and I find I jump through those

sections more often. I think Rose needs to get out of the crime world.

I just love this series! Just like any of the other books in the Rose/Neely Kate books, there is a lot of

action and cliffhangers all around. The characters are amazing, they are lively, spunky and quick on

their feet. I always feel like my heart breaks for Rose but that really is making her who she is,

although I really would love to see her love life work out, i this pairing, it could really add to the

adventures and excitement. The story is fabulous and is only getting better witb each one and this

one shows how much the characters have grown and how much has happened since readers have

been introduced to Henryetta and it's residents. I am really looking forward to the next book.

I say it (and mean it) every time Denise Grover Swank releases a new Rose Gardner book. But



seriously, this one is my favorite! For the Birds blew me away! So many things happen in this book

that it's hard to say much without spoiling and I don't do that, but I can say in all honesty this series

is my favorite and everyone should read it! You won't be disappointed!Rose has evolved and grown

so much since Twenty-Eight and a Half Wishes and I hope that Denise continues that journey until

Rose & Neely Kate are solving mysteries in their wheelchairs.Yes, something big happens in "two

weeks." That's the closet thing to a spoiler you'll get from me!

Wow, just when I think the life of Rose can't take any more twists and turns...I discover I am wrong. I

love the characters so much I would love to be in their circle of friends. Rose and Neely Kate are

deep in the investigation business again. Rose is growing and embracing the Lady in Black part of

her persona. She is far from the shy, naive young woman that we fell in love with many books ago.

And now it seems that her life isn't going to be humdrum anytime soon. Love this series...as much

as the original Rose Gardner Mysteries. Keep them coming Denise Grover Swank!!! We can't get

enough!!

Finally the wait is over! I was so glad Rose and James "Skeeter" finally took the next step! I hope

they find a way to continue.My only issues, and they were minor, I don't really see James turning

against Jed like he did. They are too much like brothers. Also no way would he agree to leave Rose

unprotected, even for a minute.The time with Mildred was great as always.Looking forward to next

installment!I just hope Rose and James as well as NK and Jed continue and that James and Jed

work out the business side. These combos are really the heart of this series.

As usual Denise Grover Swank hits it out of the park. I have loved this series from the beginning

with 28 and 1/2 Wishes and For The Birds did not disappoint. Still not sure about Dr. Levi (ha) don't

remember if that's his first or last name. Wasn't surprised by Skeeter, we all ready knew he had

feelings for Rose just didn't know they were that strong. I can't write too much without giving huge

spoilers, just buy the book and find out for yourself. Actually start with 28 1/2 and work your way

through to For the Birds you won't be disappointed. Love it Denise, great job!!!!!
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